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Long-time Olympic event producer Dave Stewart joins ViaSport team 

 

Vancouver, BC – ViaSport is thrilled to welcome long-time Olympic event producer Dave Stewart to the team, 

bringing decades of international experience from 11 Olympic Winter and Summer Games, Commonwealth 

Games, Pan American Games and World Championships to his new role as Executive Producer for ViaSport 

Productions. 

Having held senior production positions with numerous broadcast companies, his more recent roles have been 

with CBC Network Sports in Toronto and Director of Global Media Relations and Broadcasting for the Canadian 

Broadcast Tourism Commission. 

“Dave was hand-picked from a very talented sport production community, and I know his knowledge and 

background in the industry is exactly what we need to realize the vision for ViaSport Productions—to bring 

increased exposure to amateur sport across British Columbia,” says Cathy Priestner Allinger, ViaSport CEO and 

former Olympic broadcaster. “We are at the tipping point of something big for sport in our province, and there is 

no doubt our live-stream programming will thrive under his leadership.” 

Dave has produced and directed news, sports and events for both local and national television networks in both 

Canada and Australia, playing key roles on teams responsible for the award-winning production of the 1998 

Olympic Winter Games in Nagano, the 2000 Olympic Summer Games in Sydney and the 2002 Olympic Winter 

Games in Salt Lake City. 

“It’s great to be offered the opportunity to help lead an initiative that will impact amateur sport not only in 

British Columbia, but potentially across the globe,” says Stewart. “We can’t ignore the breadth of talent, 

opportunity and inspiration that powers amateur sport. We need to better support our young, up-and-coming 

athletes in every way we can, and ViaSport Productions is the ideal platform to fuel exposure and recognition for 

our future Olympians and Paralympians as they prepare for a chance at the world stage.” 

For more information about what’s happening at ViaSport, visit www.viasport.ca.  
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About ViaSport Productions: 
ViaSport Productions is the broadcast and production arm of ViaSport British Columbia, tasked with increasing 
the exposure, recognition and power of amateur-level sport across the province and the world. The goal driving 
ViaSport Productions is to offer a broad range of online programming – live-streamed events, interviews, 
commentary and more – bringing amateur sport coverage into every home across the province. To learn more, 
visit www.viasport.ca/viasport-productions.  
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Contact: 
 
Amanda Brkich 
Media & Communications Manager, ViaSport 
778 655-1742 
amandab@viasport.ca 
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